Evolutionary adaptation is a key driver of species' range dynamics. Understanding the factors that affect rates of adaptation at range margins is thus crucial for interpreting and predicting changes in species' ranges. The spatial structure of environmental conditions is one of the determinants of whether and how quickly adaptations occur. However, while landscape structures at range edges are typically complex, most theoretical work has so far focused on relatively simple environmental geometries.
Understanding the factors that govern the distribution and dynamics of species ranges is a fundamental objective of ecology and biogeography. The ecological niche of a species (Hutchinson 1978 , Holt 2009 ) characterizes those combinations of biotic and abiotic environmental conditions that permit populations of that species to persist, owing to how its key traits determine the balance of birth and death rates. To a first approximation, and in the absence of evolution and source-sink effects (Pulliam 2000) , a species' range that has reached equilibrium can be viewed as a projection of that species' niche in geographic space (Soberón 2007 , Sexton et al. 2009 ). Yet, evolution proceeds unceasingly to shape populations' adaptation to the biotic and abiotic environment (Lavergne et al. 2010) . This is well illustrated by the fact that 45-70% of natural plant populations appear to be locally adapted, i.e. local individuals perform better at their home sites than do transplanted foreign ones (Leimu and Fischer 2008, Fournier-Level et al. 2011) . Species ranges thus reflect a mosaic of adaptations to varying environments, and static geographic limits are not necessarily expected. In consequence, a full understanding of species' range dynam-ics is only possible in the light of evolutionary adaptation and constraints on such adaptation.
At range limits, where dispersal can readily expose individuals to conditions falling outside the species' niche, natural selection is particularly strong and may trigger adaptation to new habitats and, thus, niche evolution and subsequent expansion of the species' geographical range (Levins 1968 , Holt and Gaines 1992 , Kawecki 2008 . Whether and how quickly adaptation occurs is governed by a number of demographic and evolutionary factors, notably by population size, the additive genetic variance and covariance of the traits under selection, mutation rate, and the probability of fixation of beneficial mutations (Bürger 2000) . The probability of fixation for a given mutation depends in turn on how selection affects population demography (the so-called 'costs of natural selection', Haldane 1957), how demography influences selection (e.g. density-dependence), and how closely the resulting phenotype matches the local phenotypic optimum. Moreover, because organisms disperse, they can experience a range of conditions with varying selective optima in spatially heterogeneous environments. The process of adaptation should therefore also be influenced by the spatial structure of the biotic and abiotic environment, as the geometry of conditions defines how the phenotypic optimum varies across space (Siepielski et al. 2013) .
To date, most theoretical work on adaptive evolution at range limits has explored relatively simple environmental geometries, such as smooth gradients (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997) and coupled discrete habitats (e.g. source-sink models, Holt and Gaines 1992 , Kawecki 1995 , Ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001 ). Yet, landscape structure at range limits typically exhibits more complex patterns than are commonly assumed by theoretical models of adaptation (Fortin et al. 2005 , Gastner et al. 2009 . Prior studies have shown the importance of these structures for the dynamics of adaptation (Lieberman et al. 2005 , Holt and Barfield 2011 , Frean et al. 2013 . For example, starting with simple two-patch source-sink models and stabilizing selection on a single trait, with different optima in the source and sink, Holt and Barfield (2011) showed that the addition of another occupied patch with a different selection optima can strongly alter the rate at which adaptation to a focal sink patch takes place. Also, Lieberman et al. (2005) demonstrated that spatial structuring of dispersal could determine evolutionary outcomes by suppressing or amplifying the strength of selection. Still, little work has been conducted to compare effects of common and more realistic landscape geometries, such as patches of suitable habitat embedded within a matrix of unsuitable conditions (Roy and Thomas 2003, Kunin et al. 2009 ), on the pace of adaptation at species range limits Barfield, 2011, Siepielski et al. 2013) .
In addition to landscape structure, the genetic architecture of traits under selection may influence the likelihood and rate of adaptation to novel conditions (Kawecki 2000 , Kimbrell and Holt 2007 , Gomulkiewicz et al. 2010 , Kimbrell 2010 . A so far unresolved question is whether adaptation in polygenic traits (which typically are believed to be those involved in adaptation to marginal environments) is more likely to arise as a result of many mutations of small phenotypic effects or as a result of a few large mutations (Orr 2005) . While the conventional wisdom in evolutionary biology for many years was that most adaptations reflect the buildup of beneficial mutations that have rather small phenotypic effects (Fisher 1930) , in some cases, mutations with large effect on fitness are required for adaptation to novel conditions Gomulkiewicz 1997, Orr 2005) . For example, adaptation to insecticides in mosquitoes was shown to depend upon rare alleles at just a few loci that propagated a large phenotypic effect (Bourguet et al. 2004) . Also in their three-patch model, Holt and Barfield (2011) found that adaptation was eventually driven by a few but large mutations, even though initially genetic variation in the trait under selection was dependent on many alleles of small effect.
Finally, dispersal is a key evolutionary factor, modulating the probability and rate of adaptation to new environmental conditions by a number of mechanisms. Dispersal may, for instance, facilitate adaptation by spreading beneficial alleles throughout a population's range (Davis and Shaw 2001, Bell and Gonzalez 2011) or hamper adaptation by promoting gene swamping (Garcia-Ramos and Kirkpatrick 1997, Bridle and Vines 2007 ). An interactive effect may arise among the dispersal capacity of a species, its genetic architecture, and the structure of the landscape: dispersal characteristics and the structure of the selective landscape jointly determine the difference in habitat conditions to which a dispersing individual is exposed. The magnitude of this difference in turn defines the magnitude of the optimal phenotypic change that may be required for persistence in the environment in which a disperser settles, and, hence, whether small or large mutations favor adaptation to the new environmental conditions (Malcom 2011) . In order to better understand the factors that drive the distribution and dynamics of species ranges, it is thus crucial to explore these interactive effects and their impact on the species' rates of adaptation to novel conditions.
Here, we investigate the potential co-action among landscape structure, genetic architecture, and dispersal on the rate of adaptation at range margins using an individualbased allelic model (Schiffers and Travis 2014) . In particular, our questions are: how are the adaptation rate of a population (and hence the pace of range expansion) and the evolving phenotype distribution affected by 1) landscape structure (smooth gradient landscapes versus patchy landscapes with different grain sizes), 2) the number and effect size of loci coding for adaptation (few loci of large phenotypic effect versus many loci of small effect), 3) differing average dispersal distances and 4) interactive effects among these three factors? To that end, we expose a virtual species to landscapes with locally varying habitat conditions, expressed in the local optimal value for a trait undergoing selection. This trait is governed by several loci, with mutations ensuring trait variability, and with adaptation initially only to one habitat. Adaption can thus evolve to sink environments that are not initially occupied. We analyze the rate of this adaptive process, as well as the degree to which it involves genetic differentiation from the initial source populations.
Methods
We conducted a series of simulations based on the spatiallyexplicit model framework 'ALADYN' (Schiffers and Travis 2014, the code is available at www.katja-schiffers.eu/docs/ Aladyn.zip ). The model organism in this simulation tool is a hermaphroditic, annual species with a fully outcrossing mating system and discrete, non-overlapping generations. Individuals are diploid, carrying two alleles at each of L unlinked loci, which collectively code for a trait that determines the individual's degree of adaptation to local habitat conditions. Alleles are described by continuous values and are additive within and between loci, i.e. neither epistatic nor pleiotropic effects are considered. An individual's phenotype is directly determined by its genotype, that is, heritability is assumed to be 1, and there are no environmental effects on the phenotype, either developmental noise or plasticity (Atkins and Travis 2010 , North et al. 2011 , Phillips 2012 .
Model system
Population dynamics take place upon a grid of 16 by 64 cells. The two long edges of the grid are connected, building a cylinder, to reduce edge effects. Single cells are characterized by a variable that reflects habitat conditions, and in particular, the value of the trait that is optimal for survival in that cell; this optimum by convention ranges between 0 and 2. Density dependence occurs in discrete space with each grid cell supporting several individuals, the maximum number given by the local carrying capacity, K 5, which is assumed to be constant across the grid. To facilitate modeling of the dispersal process, individuals are located in continuous space; each individual's location is defined by continuous x-y coordinates ranging from 0.0 to 16.0 and 0.0 to 64.0, respectively. Use of discrete space to model density-dependent processes and continuous space to model dispersal has considerable advantages in terms of computational speed whilst avoiding potential artifacts that arise when continuous dispersal kernels are discretized (Dytham and Travis 2006, Bocedi et al. 2012) .
Life cycle
Within each generation, the following processes are simulated in sequential order: 1) gametes are produced, and at this time recombination and mutations occur; 2) male gametes disperse and fertilize ovules, and all adults die after reproduction; 3) offspring disperse; 4) density-independent selection modulates the survival probabilities of the juveniles; and finally, 5) density-dependent mortality is imposed on the surviving offspring. Stochasticity is present in several places across the life history, including individual birth and death events, mutation, genetic drift, gene flow, and selection.
1) Gamete production
All individuals that survive to adulthood produce male and female gametes, and can thus potentially bear offspring. The number of ovules produced by each individual is Poisson distributed with average R, which is assumed to be independent of the individuals' fit to the local optimum (all parameter values are provided in Table 1 ). Male gametes are only produced when an individual has been randomly chosen as a mating partner (see below); their number is assumed to not be limiting. At the time of gamete production, alleles mutate at rate ; each mutation is considered unique. In this infinite alleles model, the mutational effect, i.e. the amount by which the allelic value is changed, is drawn from a zero-mean normal distribution with variance 2 . Loci recombine freely without linkage.
2) Gamete dispersal and encounter
Male gamete dispersal is characterized by a log-normal, isotropic dispersal kernel (Greene et al. 2004) , with average log-scale distance d g and a log-scale standard deviation of 0.5. To gain computational efficiency, gamete dispersal is simulated in a simplified way compared to offspring dispersal (see below) according to the following algorithm: 1) for each ovule, the grid cell from which the mating partner is drawn is determined, by stochastically choosing x/ycoordinates in the neighborhood of the focal individual, following the gamete dispersal kernel.
2) The mating partner is then randomly drawn from all individuals inhabiting the respective grid cell, excluding the focal individual as outcrossing is obligatory. 3) In case an empty grid cell is chosen in the first place, the procedure is repeated up to 99 times. 4) If all trials are unsuccessful, the ovule remains unfertilized. As this is more likely for isolated individuals with no neighbors, weak Allee effects might occur. This approach does not account for the fact that the probability for each patch to provide a gamete depends on the local density of individuals, i.e. an ovule may be more likely to be fertilized by a gamete from a far but densely populated region than from a close but sparsely populated one. To test for undesirable effects of this simplification, we also developed an implementation of gamete dispersal being phenotype z -0 and population density reaching K (thus with 1280 individuals). Standing phenotypic variation was assumed to be 0.01 (approximately the value that we found to evolve from the mutation-selection balance over 5000 simulated generations). All cells outside of this region were unoccupied.
Landscape structure
Two different types of landscapes were simulated. In both cases, the left quarter of the grid was assigned habitat conditions of value of 0 and the right quarter a value of 2. In between was either a continuous gradient of conditions with adjustable length gl ranging from 0 to 0.6 (the proportion of the grid that the gradient spans), or a checkerboard pattern of blocks with variable grain size gs and habitat conditions of 0 and 2, respectively ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). That way both the effect of the coarseness, i.e. the abruptness of change in environmental values across space, as well as the effect of the grain of the pattern could be tested.
Genetic architecture
The genetic architecture underlying adaptation was modified by varying the number of loci L from 4 to 32 (Table 1) . To keep the mutational input per generation V m constant, the variance 2 of the normal distribution from which mutational effects were drawn was adapted as follows:
Since the mutation rate per locus was held constant, varying the number of loci L amounted to changing mutational effects from few mutations with typically large phenotypic effects to many mutations with small effects.
Dispersal distance
Offspring dispersal distances d o were varied between 0.8 grid cell units and 6.4 grid cell units (Table 1) . The average more precise in the sense of linking fertilization probability to the exact distance between individuals and considering the effect of the local density of potential mating partners.
Comparison between the two approaches showed that there are no obvious differences at the level of evolutionary or demographic dynamics. We thus chose the former, computationally much less intensive method. After reproduction all adults die.
3) Offspring dispersal
Like gamete dispersal, offspring dispersal is characterized by a log-normal, isotropic dispersal kernel, with average distance d o on the logarithmic scale and standard deviation 0.5. Individuals falling off the cylinder (approximately 0.5 to 5.5% of the offspring depending on dispersal distance) are excluded from subsequent simulation dynamics.
4) Selection
Selection acts on population demography by modulating juvenile survival probability. Individual survival probability W is a function of the squared difference between the individual's phenotype z and the optimal phenotype under the local environmental conditions (x,y). This function follows a normal distribution with maximum 1 and variance 2 :
The quantity 2 can be interpreted as the inverse of selection strength of the environment on the individuals, or alternatively as the niche breadth of the species (Roughgarden 1972) .
5) Density-dependent mortality
Local population regulation occurs after selection, acting on the survivors in a grid cell. We assume a simple ceiling form of density dependence: whenever the number of individuals N within a grid cell exceeds its carrying capacity K, all N resident individuals are subject to density-dependent mortality with probability of mortality equaling 1 K/N. For example, if N 3K, each individual dies with a probability of 1 1/3 2/3 reducing 3K individuals on average to K individuals. This introduces another realistic dimension of stochasticity to the model, since there will be chance fluctuations in the number of individuals surviving density-dependence.
Simulations
Simulations were used to test the interactive effects of landscape structure, genetic architecture and average dispersal distances on population growth, the rate of adaptation and intraspecific niche differentiation, i.e. local adaptation (Table 1) . For each of the 70 parameter combinations, we ran 50 replicates of 500 generations.
Initialization
Initially, the environmentally homogeneous left quarter of the landscape ( 0) was filled with individuals with mean genetic and demographic dynamics. Likewise, the phenotypic structure of the simulated populations varied markedly among scenarios.
Effects of landscape-structure on evolutionary and demographic dynamics
In checkerboard landscapes, the grain of the spatial pattern had no clear effect on the rate of adaptation (Fig. 2a) . In comparison, in gradient landscapes, adaptation rate showed a clearer response to the length of the gradient: longer gradients had a positive effect on the rate of adaptation until an intermediate value of gl 0.2; for longer and shallower gradients, adaptation rate decreased again (Fig. 2c, d ). As expected, these results were reflected by population growth rates. Grain size of checkerboard landscapes affected population growth only marginally (Fig. 3a, i-iv) , while populations grew distinctly more quickly on landscapes with gradients of a length of gl 0.2 than of gl 0.05 (Fig. 3b, i-iv) .
Landscape structure also impacted intraspecific niche differentiation. After 500 generations, for most parameter combinations, two locally adapted and distinct phenotypes had evolved in checkerboard landscapes (Fig. 4a , Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A1 and A3 ). For highly dispersive species, however, very fine-grained patterns also allowed for the evolution of an additional, intermediate phenotype (Fig. 4b and Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A1a) . In gradient landscapes, the full range of phenotypes only evolved on long, shallow gradients and when dispersal distances were large (Fig. 4c , Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A2c, d ). Still after 500 generations, adaptation showed a slight spatial 'lag', with phenotypes not fully matching the local optimum (Fig. 4c) . On steeper gradients, only one intermediate type established besides the ones adapted to the extremes of the gradient (Fig. 4d) .
Effects of genetic architecture on evolutionary and demographic dynamics
In checkerboard landscapes, an increasing number of coding loci generally had a negative effect on the rate of adaptation and population growth (Fig. 2b and 3a, v-viii) . For an intermediate number of loci (and thus mutational effect size), adaptation and range expansion were possible, but proceeded slowly in comparison to rates obtained for genetic architectures of few loci of large effect (Fig. 3a, v-viii) . This effect was reversed for gradient landscapes. Here, architectures of many loci with small phenotypic effect sizes resulted in the highest rates of adaptation and population growth (Fig. 2d and 3b, v-viii) . This pattern was more pronounced for intermediate gradient lengths than for very short or long ones (Fig. 2d) .
Apart from the fact that for genetic architectures with many loci adaptation in checkerboard landscapes was often not possible, the number of loci did not have a large impact on the overall distribution of phenotypes (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A3-A4 ). It did, however, affect gamete dispersal distance d g was held constant to facilitate interpretation of the results. We chose to apply a dispersal kernel for gamete dispersal even though we did not test for effects of different dispersal distances (instead of e.g. randomly drawing individuals from the same patch), to allow for stochasticity in the distance of mating partners and to reduce unrealistic Allee effects particularly at the range boarder, where patches may be frequently inhabited by single individuals.
Estimating the rate of adaptation
We estimated the rate of adaptation as the change over time of the phenotypic value of those individuals in each generation that were best adapted to the novel environmental conditions ( 2):
where X 1 and X 2 are phenotypic values averaged across the 30 best adapted individuals and across replicates at sequential time points T 1 and T 2 , respectively. T 1 represents the first simulated generation and T 2 the generation at which the average phenotypic value reaches for the first time its maximum level of adaptation, calculated as the average over the last 20 simulated time steps.
As we base the calculation of the rate of adaptation on the average phenotypes across replicates (rather than first estimating the rate of adaptation for each replicate and then averaging, which does not reflect the true average rate), standard errors were estimated using 99 bootstrap samples from the 50 replicate runs.
Results
In the absence of evolutionary processes (no mutation and no recombination allowed in the simulations), range sizes increased up to the point where the population filled all suitable habitat. In the case of checkerboard landscapes, this was all habitat of condition 0, hence 50% of the total area and an average population size of 2560 individuals. In gradient landscapes, the proportion of suitable habitat was higher for longer gradients and average population sizes averaged across all genetic architectures and dispersal distances ranged from 1360 individuals for gl 0 to 3732 individuals for gl 0.6. After the initial increase in population size, further growth was hampered by adverse natural selection so that the remaining areas of the grid remained empty. In the following, we report results based on the total population growth aggregated across the landscape, resulting from the combined effects of demographic and evolutionary dynamics over 500 generations. This number of generations did not always allow equilibrium to be reached, but was sufficient to calculate a diagnostically conclusive estimate for the rate of adaptation (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Table A1 ).
Overall, we found that the rate of adaptation and hence the speed of range expansion depended strongly on landscape structure, genetic architecture, and dispersal ability. We also found that these factors interact in their effects on the level of remaining maladaptation in the new habitat, i.e. the average distance of a phenotype to the locally optimal phenotype (Fig. 5 , Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A3-A4 ). Overall, genetic architectures with many loci of small effects resulted in better adaptation to the new habitat, when landscape structure was not too coarse. This pattern was apparent for scenarios of intermediate to long gradients (Fig. 5b) , but was even more pronounced for fine-grained checkerboard patterns (Fig. 5a ), where this type of architecture typically hampered the probability and rate of adaptation. Only for large grain size did genetic architectures of 32 loci lead to higher levels of maladaptation.
Effects of dispersal on evolutionary and demographic dynamics
Dispersal distance had only a weak effect on the rate of adaptation in checkerboard landscapes (Fig. 2a) . In gradient landscapes, differences in adaptation rates between dispersal distances were much larger (Fig. 2c , note the different scales of the y-axes), but showed no consistent pattern across gradient lengths (see also paragraph below). Phenotype distribution depended strongly on dispersal.
Only for the largest dispersal distance was the evolution of phenotypes different from those adapted to the habitat extremes possible (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Fig. A1-A2 ).
Interactive effects among landscape-structure, genetic architecture and dispersal
Several interactive effects on the rate of adaptation and population growth occurred among landscape-structure, genetic architecture and dispersal. Generally, adaptation rate in the two landscape types responded differently to genetic architecture and dispersal distance (Fig. 2) . While in checkerboard systems few loci with large effects clearly favored rapid adaptation, the opposite was true for gradient landscapes. Also, adaptation rates in gradient landscapes depended strongly on dispersal distance, which was not the case for checkerboard systems (Fig. 2) . In addition, we observe a clear pattern of an interactive effect between gradient length and dispersal distance in gradient landscapes: shorter dispersal distances were optimal for shorter gradients and longer distances maximized maximized the rate of adaptation in landscapes of intermediate to long gradients (Fig. 2c) .
Discussion
Using an individual-based simulation model, we have explored the dynamics of evolutionary adaptation of a trait as a joint function of its genetic architecture, the average dispersal distance of the considered species and the spatially explicit landscape settings of the area the population inhabits. In congruence with earlier studies of range evolution along gradients, adaptation and population growth tended to be quicker on intermediate to long gradients (Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997) . Dispersal distances and genetic architecture showed clear effects on the adaptive and demographic dynamics of the populations (reminiscent, for instance, of effects shown by Bridle et al. [2010] and Holt and Barfield [2011] ). More striking, though, is the highly non-linear interplay that arose among these factors, in particular between landscape structure and the genetic architecture of traits.
Landscape structure and genetic architecture jointly affect rates of adaptation
At first sight, the interactions among landscape structure, the coarseness of the landscape and the genetic architecture of the traits under selection appear complex. On close inspection, though, we suggest that they are traceable to some fundamental evolutionary mechanisms contained in the model. The main factors determining the probability and rate of adaptation are population size, the standing genetic variation of the traits under selection, mutation rate and the distance between optima in source and sink habitats (Bürger 2000) . We found differences in adaptation rates even though all of the above factors were kept constant. Going back to the basic mechanisms of evolutionary dynamics helps explaining this discrepancy: in very simple terms, when adaptation depends only on mutational input and not on standing genetic variation, it is the absolute number of mutations per generation and the probability of fixation of only on the spatial turnover in habitat conditions but also on the average dispersal distance of individuals. The reason is that the coarseness of the landscape has to be gauged by the average dispersal distance of an individual in order to evaluate the expected rate of change in habitat conditions caused by dispersal (Phillips 2012) . Gradients, for instance, appear steeper, and checkerboard patterns more fine-grained, for highly dispersive individuals than for individuals with short dispersal distances. Hence, in gradient landscapes, the match between a mutant's phenotype and the local optimum (and therefore the fixation probability of the mutation and the rate of adaptation) depends on the threefold influence of gradient length, mutational effect size, and dispersal distance. A good match to the optimum phenotype can, for instance, arise either from small mutations and short dispersal distances, or from large mutations and long dispersal distances, whereby the steepness of the gradient determines the optimal relationship between dispersal distance and mutational effect. This interactive effect is reflected by the differences in dispersal distances conferring highest adaptation rates, as a function of gradient length (Fig. 2c) : given a constant number of loci governing trait values, short dispersal distances maximize adaptation rates for short gradients, while highest rates of adaptation occur for larger dispersal distances on longer gradients.
Nonlinear effects of various factors were also found in some prior studies on evolution at range margins. For instance, in a one-locus model, Gomulkiewicz et al. (1999) found that adaptive evolution in a sink population was facilitated by intermediate dispersal rates (number of immigrants per generation), rather than very low dispersal (which reduces the genetic variation available for selection), or very high dispersal (which leads to negative density dependence and gene swamping). Other frequently observed impacts of dispersal, like a negative effect of large dispersal distances on demographic dynamics as a result of migration load (Alleaume-Benharira et al. 2006) , did not occur in our simulations; decreases in population size were effectively counteracted by high reproduction rates. The decrease in adaptation rate at large dispersal distances on gradients of intermediate length could reflect several co-occurring processes. The high number of dispersing zygotes may lead to gene swamping and potentially to 'ecological swamping' by pushing local populations above carrying capacity. Also, high dispersal implies that mutations that are favorable at a given site can be readily lost due to high emigration rates . As the decrease in adaptation rate could not be detected for longer gradients, however, the more likely reason may be the higher discrepancy of the dispersing individuals' phenotypes to the phenotypic optima at sites far away from home locations than to those closer by.
Large dispersal distances and fine-grained landscape structures favor the evolution of intermediate phenotypes
As a second component, we also investigated intraspecific niche differentiation that arose from the diversifying selection of the different adaptive optima in habitat types (Hedrick 2006) . In checkerboard landscapes and on steep gradients, in these mutations that determine the rate of adaptation. The number of mutations is determined by both population size and mutation rate, but also by the number of loci per individual that potentially mutate. Likewise, fixation probability is a function of population size, the distance of optima between habitats, and also the effect size of mutations (Behrman and Kirkpatrick 2011) . Thus, for instance, the harsher the conditions in the sink habitat, as measured by the decrease in survival probability in our model, the greater the effect size of a mutation must be on the phenotype to not get lost due to selection (Kawecki 2008, Holt and Barfield 2011) . In other words, the coarseness of the genetic architecture has to match that of the environmental variation (see also Malcom 2011 ). In our model system, however, we assume that number and effect size of mutations are inversely correlated, leading to a potential trade-off between number and phenotypic effect of mutations. Against this conceptual background, the observed results can be interpreted straightforwardly.
In landscapes of checkerboard-like structure or, more generally, patchy structures with two distinct habitat types, the distance between phenotypic optima is unique and relatively large. Thus, mutations that could improve survival probability in the novel habitat need to have large phenotypic effects to be able to persist (Kawecki 2008, Holt and Barfield 2011) , so that the positive effect of genetic architectures with few loci of large effects outweighs that of many loci with small effects. This finding does not vary with checkerboard grain-size. In gradient landscapes, however, the optimal effect size depends on the steepness of the gradient: on very short and steep gradients, the rate of adaptation and population growth is optimal for large mutations, while on shallower gradients it is optimal for smaller mutational effects. Gomulkiewicz et al. (2010) explored how variation in the number of loci influenced persistence of a population colonizing into a harsh, novel environment (in effect a step function, relative to the ancestral environment). When the difference in the initial maladapted and (potential) final adapted state of the population was fixed, in general an increase in the number of loci retarded the rate of adaptation to the novel environment, making extinction more likely than adaptation. In effect, a given amount of selective change was partitioned among more loci, making the selection coefficient at each loci smaller.
Genetic architecture has an additional effect on the match between a mutant's phenotype and the local optimum: smaller mutational steps and recombination allow closer approximation of the phenotypic optimum than do mutations of large effect. The higher precision of adaptation for genetic architectures with many loci with small phenotypic effects was reflected by lower levels of genetic load in our simulations, particularly in gradient landscapes.
Dispersal modulates the apparent coarseness of the landscape structure
When the phenotype conferring the greatest fitness varies locally due to habitat heterogeneity, the match between the average realized phenotype and local optimum depends not et al. 2007) or in the geometry of spatial interactions during range shifts (McInerny et al. 2009 ). In addition, the effect of dispersal might depend on the order of life-history events, the presence of density dependence during selection and the mode of reproduction of the considered species (Holt and Barfield 2011) . We would expect, for instance, that adaptation and range expansion are slower when selection is applied before offspring disperse, as newly arising mutations beneficial for survival in the new environment cannot be efficiently filtered out at that stage. Densitydependent soft selection on the other hand, will probably allow for faster range expansions, since a fraction of individuals will always survive even though potentially not well adapted to environmental conditions in absolute terms. At the same time, stochastically implemented soft selection will probably slow down the rate of adaptation, as it is less efficient in the promotion of beneficial mutations compared to hard selection. All these factors may alter the effect of landscape structure through the interplay of ecological and evolutionary processes as exemplified by dispersal, which comes under strong selection at range margins (Dytham 2009 , Phillips 2012 . The interplay between local adaptation and dispersal in driving the dynamics of species' ranges is an area requiring further attention (Schiffers et al. 2012) .
In this study, we have modeled a single species, which is representative for most existing theory developed to explore the eco-evolutionary dynamics of species ranges. However, there is considerable scope to extend this work to explore the dynamics of species that interact competitively, through predation, parasitism, mutualism, etc. Early theoretical work has demonstrated how inter-specific interactions influence the dynamics of ranges (Brooker et al. 2007 , Singer et al. 2013 , Svenning et al. 2014 ), but with a few recent exceptions (Case and Taper 2000 , Price and Kirkpatrick 2009 , Bocedi et al. 2012 , Norberg et al. 2012 , little work has so far explored the interplay between species interactions and local adaptation. In making extensions of this type, it will be interesting to consider how the local co-adaptation between species determines the distribution and dynamics of individual species ranges.
Finally, in our model, adaptation almost completely depended on newly arising mutations, because standing genetic variation was too small to allow adaptation to the sink habitat through recombination. This lack of genetic diversity might seem unlikely, as many traits show a substantial amount of standing genetic variation in natural populations (Houle 1992) . Evolutionary dynamics for such traits might differ strongly from those observed here, as the main drivers of the rates of adaptation in our simulations (the total number of mutations and their fixation probabilities) become less important if not irrelevant. As expected, a small additional simulation study showed that adaptation was much quicker when the standing genetic variation of the first generation was higher (Supplementary material Appendix 1, Table A2 ). However, our results should be valid for ecologically important traits with low genetic variation, such as desiccation and cold resistance in some Drosophila species (Hoffmann et al. 2003 , Kellermann et al. 2009 ), or traits prone to adaptive trade-offs such as flowering time in monkeyflowers (Angert et al. 2008 ). most cases, two distinct phenotypes developed, each adapted to one of the two extreme habitat types (i.e. 0 and 2, respectively). For a few parameter combinations, however, an additional phenotype emerged in the checkerboard landscape that best matched intermediate conditions of value 1. Due to the fixed niche width in the simulations, an intrinsic functional interference was implied in performing equally well in different habitats, leading to a negative genetic correlation across environments (Futuyma and Moreno 1988) and lower survival probabilities of the intermediate type in the extreme habitats. Still, the intermediate phenotype showed positive population growth and, hence, stable population sizes in habitat conditions 0 and 2, fulfilling the role of a 'jack-ofall-trades and a master-of-none'.
The occurrence of the intermediate phenotype followed the patterns previously recorded in literature for phenotypic generalists. The evolution of versatile phenotypes were favored by fine-grained variation of habitat conditions (Levins 1968 , Kassen 2002 as well as by large dispersal distances (as in Brown and Pavlovic 1992 , Holt and Gaines 1992 , Kawecki 1995 , Holt 1996 , Day 2000 . This is due to the increased frequency of individuals dispersing among habitat types, which homogenizes allelic frequencies (Ronce and Kirkpatrick 2001) .
As phenotypes that were adapted to the extreme habitat conditions were always abundant in our simulations due to the presence of relatively large homogeneous areas of these habitats, our conclusions on the maintenance of phenotypic diversity are generally reversed in comparison to other studies (Kassen 2002) . The highest diversity of genotypes across the checkerboard landscape arose when an intermediate phenotype evolved due to large dispersal distances and finegrained landscape structures. Whereas in other studies only generalist phenotypes survived, the structure of our simulated landscapes allowed spatially separated co-occurrence of intermediate phenotypes with those optimally adapted to habitat extremes.
Model limitations and perspectives
While this study is one of the first to investigate the dynamics of niche evolution and range expansion in complex, continuous landscapes, a number of additional factors that potentially influence rates of adaptation remain to be tested. For example, epistatic and pleiotropic effects can interact with the spatial constellation of habitat in a system of several interconnected patches to affect evolutionary outcomes (Kimbrell 2010) . In these cases, complex genetic architectures often lead to genetic canalization, which might hamper adaptation to new environments (Kimbrell 2010) . Also, linkage might modulate adaptive dynamics as selection tends to create positive linkage disequilibrium between beneficial alleles, resulting in larger genetic variation and a greater response to selection (Kawecki 2008) . Further, while we have investigated the effects of offspring dispersal only, gamete and offspring dispersal might have different, if not contrasting, effects on adaptive dynamics (Alleaume-Benharira et al. 2006 , Aguilée et al. 2013 . In changing climates, evolutionary dynamics may be altered through changes in spatial patterning of habitat (McInerny
